June 27, 2017

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RFP MODIFICATION No. 4
WATERTOWN JEFFERSON TRANSPORTATION COUNTY
AREA COUNCIL TRANSIT STUDY FOR NYSDOT
Contract #C037622

Dear Interested Party:

Reference is made to the subject solicitation wherein the following changes are hereby incorporated:
(Yellow highlight indicates text revisions.)

1. Attachment #13 – Cost Proposal has been fixed to unlocked required cells.

No other provision of the solicitation is otherwise changed or modified.

A one-page **MANDATORY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT** reply form for the Watertown Jefferson County Area Council Transit Study for NYSDOT, RFP #C037622 is attached. To ensure that your proposal is deemed to be responsive to the RFP, acknowledgement receipt of RFP Modification #4 is required by all firms submitting proposals.
*MANDATORY*

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT
MODIFICATION NO. 1

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

WATERTOWN JEFFERSON TRANSPORTATION COUNTY
AREA COUNCIL TRANSIT STUDY FOR NYSDOT
Contract #C037622

An authorized representative of your firm or organization must acknowledge receipt and acceptance of this Modification No. 1 by signing and returning one copy of this Modification to the undersigned via inclusion in the Contract Section of your firm’s Part II Cost and Contract Proposal to NYSDOT.

ACKNOWLEDGED AND ACCEPTED:

BY: ___________________________
NAME: __________________________
TITLE: __________________________
FIRM: __________________________

NYS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:

BY: original signed by: Shalina Mallory for WILLIAM A. HOWE
   Director, NYSDOT Contract Management Bureau